In this paper, we show how plasma discharge capillaries can be numerically modeled as resistors within an RLC-series discharge circuit, allowing for a simple description of these systems, while taking into account heat and radiation losses. An analytic radial model is also provided and compared to the numerical model for plasma discharge capillaries at thermal equilibrium, with corrections due to radiation losses. Finally, diagnostic techniques based on visible spectroscopy of plasma emission lines are discussed both for atomic and molecular gases, comparing experimental results with numerical simulations and theoretical calculations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Experiments on laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) [1] , plasma wakefield acceleration (PWFA) [2] , and plasma lensing [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] have recently undergone a great deal of development. Because of the high gradients that plasma environments can sustain, accelerator physicists have been paying increasing attention to the field of plasma acceleration, conceiving novel accelerator designs and acceleration schemes [8] with the goal to provide the best performances in terms of beam emittance [6, 7, 9] , high energy-gain, and strong focusing [4, 9] . Plasmas can sustain high gradients according to their electron plasma density. A common scheme is to confine plasmas within dielectric capillaries in order to enclose them into a fixed volume of space, thus controlling the plasma density [10] [11] [12] . Plasma production in capillary structures is the topic of interest of this paper. In particular, the focus is on plasmas generated by electric discharges in gases embedded within dielectric capillaries. For regimes of low plasma excitation, the following formula holds, which relates the maximum sustainable electric field E max to the electron plasma density n e : E max ∼ 96(n e [cm −3 ]) 1/2 G V/m [1] . For plasmas generated by electric discharges, the electron plasma density is a function of the electron temperature, since the degree of gasionization is firmly connected to plasma heating. Therefore, in this case the unique parameter describing a plasma discharge capillary is the electron temperature. This has already been widely discussed throughout local magnetohydrodynamics numerical models [13] . Also analytic models at the equilibrium condition have been proposed and exploited for the interpretation of experimental data [6, 13] . Here we propose a macroscopic description of the plasma discharge capillary, in the form of a numerical code, aiming to describe all the quantities of interest, such as the electron temperature, the electron plasma density, and the plasma discharge current. All the quantities are considered as averages over the plasma volume. Our description is not able to give local values of the plasma current density, of the associated magnetic field [14] , and of the plasma density, but it can efficiently take into account the plasma heating, the heating of the capillary walls, i.e., the heat flux moving from the plasma to the walls of its container, and finally all the radiative losses due to bremsstrahlung radiation (BR) and the radiative recombination (RR). In this sense, the presented macroscopic model consists in an improvement of a preexisting one [15, 16] , where many of these physical mechanisms were not included. Jointly, we propose an analytic model for the study of plasma discharge capillaries at thermal equilibrium, stressing the relevance of the radiation losses to the transverse profile of the plasma temperature and all the related quantities. Finally, experimental measurements of electron plasma density [17] through the spectroscopy of Stark-broadened emission lines are shown, compared to simulations obtained with the numerical code and also to theoretical calculations based on an analytic model specially developed for the atomic and molecular Stark-broadening in plasmas.
II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
The model we are going to describe in this section is based on modeling the discharge circuit as an RLC-series, where the plasma is treated as a resistor. Power dissipated into the plasma resistor can flow into different processes during the time evolution of the discharge. These processes include gas ionization, plasma heating, and overall losses, encompassing heat and radiation losses. We are going to couple the equation of the RLC-series circuit with the energy conservation equation. The standard equation for the current flowing in the RLC-series circuit is
where R is the parasitic resistance of the circuit (and R p is the plasma resistance), and (LC) −1/2 is the circuit resonance frequency, with L the parasitic inductance of the circuit and C the electric capacitance charged, for example, by a thyratron.
The solution for the current temporal profile will therefore be a capacitor discharge over the plasma resistance that varies in time. The energy conservation equation states that, at each instant, energy is "flowing in" due to Ohmic plasma heating and "flowing out" due to the heat and radiation losses. Therefore, the equation for the temperature of the resistor, i.e., the plasma temperature, will be [18]
where H w = H we + H wi is the heat rate to the wall, encompassing both the electron H we and ion H wi contributions, P RR is the power flowing away through radiative recombination, and P BR is the power flowing away because of bremsstrahlung radiation of plasma electrons colliding with plasma ions. When identifying the temperature that dissipated in the plasma resistor as the plasma temperature, a single-temperature plasma is understood, where the electron-ion collisions occur at a rate high enough the thermalize the two fluids (electron and ion fluids) in a time interval much shorter than the discharge timescale. Indeed, in this paper we consider discharge pulses as long as a few hundred nanoseconds, plasma electron temperatures of the order of a few eV, and plasma densities of the order of 10 17 -10 18 cm −3 , corresponding to thermalization times of a few picoseconds. The common notation k B for the Boltzmann constant has been adopted. The heat capacity at a constant volume can be expressed as
where P 0 is the input gas pressure and T 0 is the initial temperature (room temperature). The plasma volume is V = π R 2 cap L cap , where we also have introduced the capillary radius and length, R cap and L cap , respectively.
A. Heat rate
A deeper insight into the heat rate, defined as the heat flux out of the capillary surface S cap = 2π R cap L cap , gives (4) where the electron and the ion thermal conductivities κ (e,i) are expressed through the Wiedemann-Franz law in terms of the electric conductivity σ (e,i) , namely κ e,i = (π 2 k 2 B /3e 2 )σ e,i T . In turn, the electric conductivity is obtained from the Drude model applied both to the electron and the ion fluids. In the formula
the electron or ion plasma frequency ω p,(e,i) has been introduced as well as the electron-ion or ion-electron collision frequency ν (ei,ie) [19] . The parameter Z eff , discussed later in detail, is the effective degree of ionization of the gas (therefore the ionic charge), taking into account the multiionization of the gas atoms. The ratio of the electron to the ion conductivity is
Equation (6) shows that the electron and the ion conductivity are approximately of the same order, especially for singleionized gases, whenever the two fluids are equally distributed over the volume. In fact, for the last passage in Eq. (6), the relation n e = Z eff n i has been considered. On the other hand, a Debye sheath arises in a plasma even when the electrons have a temperature comparable to that of the ions, since they are much lighter [20] . As already pointed out, for the plasma discharges of our interest we are going to consider the electrons and the ions at the same temperature since the thermalization through the electron-ion collisions occurs on a timescale much shorter than that of the discharge current. At the interface with the capillary surface, the electrons flow out of the plasma, charging the surface negative relative to the bulk plasma. Due to Debye shielding, the scale length of the transition region is proportional to the Debye length λ D = v th /ω p , where the electron thermal velocity is v th = (k B T /m e ) 1/2 . The electrostatic Debye sheath is a layer in the plasma with a greater density of positive ions, and hence an overall excess of positive charge, that balances an opposite negative charge on the surface of the material with which it is in contact. The thickness of such a layer is several Debye lengths thick, depending on the electron temperature and density [20] . The Debye sheath in the case of the plasma discharge capillary is placed at the interface between the bulk plasma and the capillary internal surface. Since the electrons are the main cause of the mass transfer, i.e., heat, toward the walls of the capillary, at the plasma-capillary interface κ e κ i . Moreover, since the Debye length is normally much shorter than the capillary radius R cap , Eq. (4) can be straightforwardly reduced to
In fact, the transition from the bulk temperature T to the wall temperature T 0 T is very sharp, therefore ∇T ∼
The number N D of Debye lengths that determines the variation scale of the heat flux to the walls is roughly given by the ratio N D ∼ T c /T 0 , since the number of plasma electrons lost into the walls is ∼(T c /T 0 )n c 2π L cap R cap λ D (with n c and T c the electron density at the center of the capillary), which before the onset of the sheet mechanism were distributed over a circular corona of width ∼T c /T 0 λ D . An estimation of the temperature at the 053202-2 center of the capillary can be performed by using the analytic model presented in Sec. VI.
B. Radiation rates
Concerning the radiation losses, we first introduce the bremsstrahlung power radiated out of the plasma [21] ,
and then the radiative recombination power P RR emitted by the overall plasma volume [21] ,
where the sum of the infinite series gives approximately ∼1.2.
The unit energy Ry corresponds to 13.6 eV. By observing that the ratio P RR /P BR is ∼ 2Z 2 eff Ry/k B T , it is possible to notice that for plasma temperatures of the order of a few eV, the radiative recombination contribution to the losses is far greater than the bremsstrahlung one, and also that the radiation losses are more important for highly ionized gases.
III. MULTI-IONIZATION, GAS MIXTURES, AND DEBYE SHIELDING
The model developed in the present paper is based on general assumptions, and it can thus be applied to any atomic or molecular gas or even to mixtures. Starting from that, we introduce the Saha equation [18] n i n e n n = k B m e T 2πh 2
where g i is the degeneracy factor of the ith ionization level with ionization potential U i . The Saha equation can only hold for plasmas in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), which is valid mainly for plasmas where collisional processes are faster and more important than dissipative processes. For the case of interest here, as shown later in the paper, the time for electron-ion collisions and local thermalization is of the order of a few picoseconds, while the dissipation of energy through heat and radiation occurs over the plasma lifetime of the order of 1 μs. We define the total initial atom density as n a , which is related to the electron n e , ion n i , and neutral densities as n i = Z eff n a , n e = n i , and n n = n a − n e .
A. Effective ionization degree
The effective degree of ionization is
where
It is worth noting that in this framework, the ion density n i is not the physical number density of ions within the gas, but rather the number of ionic states within the gas. This allows a simplified description of the ionization dynamics, justified by the fact that, for the purposes of this paper, plasma electron dynamics is much more relevant and interesting than plasma ion dynamics. Moreover, it is always possible to relate the density of ionic states to the plasma ion density for a particular ionization level by partitioning over the ionized levels through Eq. (11) . The electron plasma density n e corresponds instead to the real density of plasma electrons within the capillary. This approach allows us to consider any kind of atomic or molecular gas, as far as the proper ionization potentials are taken into account.
B. Case of gas mixtures
The generalization to mixtures of gases is straightforward, since the total effective degree of ionization will be the sum of Z n eff , the effective degree of ionization of the nth gas, over all the gases composing the mixture
and the total electron density will be n e = n n n a Z n eff ,
where n n a is the initial atom density of the nth gas of the mixture, depending on its initial pressure P n inside the capillary. The presence of more than one gas implies also the possible presence of more than one temperature, one relative to each gas. In this case, Eq. (2) becomes a system of equations, each of which referrs to one gas of the mixture, with its own evolution in time. The equations of the system will be coupled by interaction terms of the kind ν i j T i j (with ν i j the collision rate between two molecular species i and j, and T i j the temperature difference between them), which take into account the gas-gas thermal exchange through collisions. Other coupling terms would be radiation loss terms relating to the recombination of electrons over different species of ions as well as to bremsstrahlung losses due to collisions between electrons and ions of different species. Diffusion dynamics could be neglected in the sense that the model proposed considers an average of all quantities of interest over the plasma volume, instead of local magnetohydrodynamic phenomena.
C. Debye shielding in plasmas
Concerning the Debye shielding in plasmas, i.e., the effect of shielding of local electric fields due to the plasma electrons surrounding plasma ions, we must remember that this can bring about a reduction of the ionization potential. The Coulomb potential of a plasma ion is actually modified by the Debye term of the form exp (−r/λ D ). When the Debye length is comparable to the atomic radius r i relative to the ith energy level, the attractive potential that keeps the atomic electrons bound is reduced. Therefore, for r i λ D , which is the condition in which we are mostly interested, the ionization potential U i must be replaced, U i → U i (1 − r i /2λ D ). For plasmas with a temperature of a few eV, this correction is of the order of a few percent when the electron plasma density 053202-3 is about ∼10 17 cm −3 , and of the order of 10% for electron plasma densities around 10 19 cm −3 .
IV. PLASMA RESISTIVITY
A nonionized gas is not conductive, therefore its resistivity tends to "infinite." For a gas in its neutral conditions, collisions happen only between atoms and electrons. In gases, in fact, there is always a very low percentage of free electrons, due to natural reasons such as heat exchange with the environment and environmental radiation. The resistivity of a gas evolving into a plasma can be written as [15, 16] 
where collisions between electrons and ions occur at a rate ν ei , and ρ ae is the resistivity due to the collisions between atoms and electrons (occurring at a rate ν ae ). The electron-atom collision rate is defined as ν ae = v th σ ae n a , where σ ae is the cross section for electron-atom collisions:
where r a is the atomic radius. Considering a Maxwellian distribution for the electron velocities, and the fact that n a = P 0 /k B T , we have
The electron-ion collision rate instead is calculated as [21] 
where the Coulomb logarithm is
The Coulomb logarithm takes into account the minimum and maximum impact parameter (b min and b max , respectively) between plasma electrons and plasma ions. In fact, the Debye length is the maximum impact parameter, since the Coulomb field rapidly decays further than that distance from the ion, while the minimum impact parameter is the maximum between the turning point of the electromagnetic collision and a fraction of the de Broglie wavelength [22] , i.e.,
where γ is the Eulero-Mascheroni constant. Plasma resistivity due to collisions is therefore given by ρ tot = m e n e e 2 n i Z 2 eff e 4 2πε 2 0 m 2 e v 3 th ln + m e n e e 2 n n n a π r 2 a P 0 √ m e k B T .
Finally, the plasma resistance, assuming for the sake of simplicity a uniform plasma inside the capillary, is
Even in the presence of nonperfectly uniform plasmas, our assumption can represent the bulk of plasma up to a geometrical factor, on the right-hand side of Eq. (22), of the order of unity. Therefore, we consider Eq. (22) as an acceptable approximation within the scope of the paper. The presence of both electron-atom and electron-ion collision terms in the microscopic definition of the plasma resistivity ensures the gas breakdown and the flow of a current pulse through the formed plasma. Indeed, the gas resistivity, infinite at the beginning, starts to decrease tending to zero when the temperature dissipated into the plasma resistor becomes responsible for atom ionization and plasma formation. Then the dominant resistivity term is the plasma resistivity, which is very low since the high conductivity is due to the free plasma electrons. Finally, according to the circuit parameter (R, L, C), it is possible to individuate a strongly damped regime of oscillation (namely the discharge regime, which is the most interesting for this paper) and also other regimes (oscillatory and slightly damped oscillatory), where the potential drop is not totally dissipated into the plasma in the form of heating, but it oscillates between electrostatic and magnetostatic energy back and forth from the capacitance to the inductance.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Two sets of simulations are going to be shown in the following. The first ones refer to a discharge onset within a hydrogen plasma. Hydrogen is the simplest gas existing in nature, and the aim is to show the reliability of the results provided by our simplified code. In particular, we focus on the loss mechanisms, individuating which ones are dominant and which are not. The second set of simulations show the comparison among different gases, coupled with the same discharge circuit. This is another important example that can shed light on the physics described by the model.
A. Hydrogen plasma
The first simulations have been performed with the following parameters for the discharge: 20 kV discharge potential, 20 parasitic resistor, 600 nH parasitic inductance, and 5 nF circuit capacitance. For the gas, as was already pointed out, molecular hydrogen has been considered, with an initial pressure of 10 mbar. The capillary internal radius is 500 μm and the capillary length is 5 cm. Figure 1 shows the simulation of a discharge current flowing inside the capillary embedding the hydrogen gas. The peak current for our parameters is around 660 A and the duration is between 100 and 200 ns. Figure 2 shows the plasma resistance drop over time. The initial condition of infinite resistance is due to the absence of plasma inside the capillary, with the gas still being a perfect insulator. The inversion of trend around 20 ns after an initial breakdown is due to a noncomplete ionization of the gas. The number of neutrals starts to increase again due to recombination, causing also a drop in the discharge current ( Fig. 1 ) and a bump in the temperature evolution versus time (Fig. 3) . After the level of ionization has reached its maximum and the gas is almost completely ionized, the resistance shows a plateau (also visible in Fig. 5 showing the electron plasma density). The plasma temperature shows a maximum temperature ∼3.5 eV, sufficient for a complete ionization of the hydrogen molecules, with ionization potential ∼15.4 eV as shown in Table I . Figure 4 shows the rate of collisions between plasma electrons and plasma ions, much faster than the discharge lifetime. At the beginning, the collision rate is zero since there is no plasma in the capillary, and then it rapidly reaches the value of ∼1 THz, meaning that our assumption of a unique plasma temperature is reasonable, since within the timescale of the discharge current the number of collisions thermalizing the two fluids is high enough. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the average electron plasma density. The initial density of gas particles is P 0 /k B T 0 ∼ 2.4 × 10 17 cm −3 , and the electron plasma density is two times this value, consistent with the fact that we are considering molecular hydrogen. Finally, the different contributions on the right side of Eq. (2) are shown in Fig. 6 . The heat losses into the walls are the most important, and an equilibrium is reached with the Ohmic plasma heating due to the current flow inside the plasma over roughly 150 ns. The radiation losses, particularly those related to the radiative recombination, also participate in the thermal equilibrium even if it is as a higher-order correction. This aspect will be addressed in detail in Sec. VI.
B. Comparison among different gases
The second set of simulations shows the differences in the plasma parameters among different gases, given the same input discharge parameters, which, in particular, were chosen to be the same as those used for the hydrogen plasma simulations. Only the input gas pressure has been set two times higher, i.e., 20 mbar, for the atomic gases such as helium and argon. In fact, the studied gases were molecular hydrogen, molecular nitrogen, helium and argon. Figure 7 shows the plasma temperature evolution among the four gases under analysis. There are two important observations: (i) The plasma temperatures are all comparable to each other, consistent with the fact that the input energy from the discharge circuit is the same for all the gases. (ii) The only difference is that the onset of the plasma heating is delayed in time moving from the lighter to the heaviest gas. This effect is clearly related to the ion species under consideration, and in particular to the atomic radii via the electron-atom collision rate. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the discharge current among the different gases. Again, the peak values of the discharge currents are all comparable to each other, but the onset of the discharge is delayed in time going from hydrogen to argon. This is explained using Eq. (17) , which shows that the elastic electron-atom collisions are greater when the atomic radius is higher. Thus, it takes longer for the plasma resistance to decrease, thus causing the onset of the discharge flow. Finally, the electron plasma density evolution is reported in Fig. 9 .
The actual values of the electron plasma density mirror the behavior of the degrees of ionization for each considered gas, as they should.
VI. RADIAL MODEL AT THE EQUILIBRIUM WITH RADIATION LOSSES
In the present section, we aim to construct an analytic model that is more complete than the one presented in Ref. [13] . Indeed, as already shown in the previous section, there is a condition of thermal equilibrium inside the capillary between the Ohmic heating of the plasma and the other sources of loss. Mainly, the Ohmic heating is balanced by the heat loss into the capillary walls, but it is not always possible to neglect the energy that flows away from the capillary (cooling down the plasma) through radiative means. Therefore, with the goal of taking into account radiation losses, and recalling that by virtue of the perfect gas equation of state the electron plasma density scales as the inverse of the temperature, we get a local evolution equation of the temperature along the transverse plane of the capillary,
where ξ = r/R cap and the plasma temperature is T = Au 2/7 , with A = (7R 2 cap σ 0 E 2 0 /2κ 0 ) 1/2 . The definition of the constant A is the same as in Ref. [13] , as well as the definition of all the constants appearing in its formula. In summary, σ 0 and κ 0 are the parts of the electric and thermal conductivity excluding the temperature, namely σ = σ 0 T 3/2 and κ = κ 0 T 5/2 , while E 0 is the electric field along the capillary due to the current flow.
Here we have introduced a new parameter, the constant, which takes into account the correction to the temperature profile at the equilibrium due to radiation losses (radiative recombination only),
Equation (24) strictly refers, for the sake of simplicity, to fully single-ionized plasmas, otherwise, based on Eq. (9), a factor Z 6 eff should be estimated and taken into account as well. Furthermore, it is convenient to consider a weighted average of the electric field E 0 , following the definition in [13] . We have estimated the electron plasma density as ∼P 0 /k B T 0 . It is important to notice that Eq. (23) holds only for −u 3/7 + u −1/7 0. In fact, the condition −u 3/7 + u −1/7 > 0 would violate thermodynamics. The maximum value of for which our model holds is max ∼ 7.5 × 10 −2 . Thus, the inequality < max set a condition for the maximum pressure that can be used in a plasma discharge capillary. The condition = max corresponds to a pressure such that the Ohmic heating is totally compensated by radiative losses and no increase of temperature occurs, i.e., no plasma heating or production. The condition > max would correspond to the nonphysical situation when the radiative losses occur even without plasma formation and heating, which is contradictory. The temperature at the center of the capillary is -dependent: T (0) ≡ T (0). It is then possible to derive an expression for the temperature at the center of the capillary with radiative corrections
where the calculated function f ( ) is reported in Fig. 10 .
A. Numerical examples
The modification to the function u(ξ ) as well as the difference in plasma temperature for the cases = 0 and = 3.5 × 10 −2 are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 , respectively. The value = 3.5 × 10 −2 refers to the first series of simulations shown in Sec. V A. The effect on plasma temperature and, indirectly, on all the other temperature-dependent quantities, such as the magnetic field associated with the discharge current ( Fig. 13 ) and the electron plasma density (Fig. 14) , is quite important even if the parameter can look relatively small. The average value of plasma temperature over the transverse plane of the capillary with radiation correction is then 2.75 eV, in agree- ment with the average value of temperature in Fig. 3 , over the time interval 50-200 ns in Fig. 6 , i.e., 2.8 eV, which refers to the overlapping between the "Heat into the walls" curve with the "Ohmic plasma heating" power, i.e., to the thermal equilibrium. The average value of the plasma temperature over the transverse plane of the capillary without radiation correction is instead 3.3 eV, overestimating the correct temperature by about 20%. Non-negligible effects of the same order can be observed on the radial slope of the magnetic field, which is useful for plasma lensing experiments, as well as on the radial profile of the electron plasma density, which is crucial for laser guiding in plasma channels.
B. Laser guiding in plasma channels
A laser beam can be efficiently guided inside a plasma channel when its beam radius is matched to the radial profile of the electron plasma density in the channel. According to the model shown in this paper, including thermal and radiation effects, and according to formulas reported in Ref. [13] , the laser beam matched to the plasma channel must have the following spot size:
where the dependence upon the parameter can be clearly seen. Furthermore, the effective ionization degree can be calculated using Eqs. (11) and (12) together with Eq. (25).
VII. A SIMPLE MODEL FOR STARK-BROADENING AND PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS IN THE VISIBLE RANGE
Previously we have only considered the two main contributions (RR,BR) to the radiation emitted by a plasma discharge, since the aim was to study the energy exchange between the plasma and the environment. Nevertheless, plasma emission consists also of transition lines, even if it is with a smaller yield of photons. In particular, for hydrogen, the Balmer series is extremely important. In the case of atomic gases, the emission of atomic lines is due to the deexcitation of atomic levels higher than the ground state. The Balmer series of hydrogen concerns the quantum falls from any atomic state with principal number >2 down to the state n = 2. The dominant contribution to the width of the Balmer lines, for the plasma electron densities studied in this work, is given by the mechanism of Stark-broadening [23] , i.e., the effect of broadening of emission lines due to the presence of an external and static electric field. The microscopic field, acting in the vacuum interspace among the hydrogen plasma electrons, must vary over a distance that is half of the density
In fact, the local electric field is maximum in the vicinity of the plasma electrons, and then approaches zero (for symmetry reasons) at half of the electrons' interdistance n 1/3 e . The excited atoms inside the plasma do experience this electric field when in proximity to the plasma electrons, and their atomic dipole moments p at can couple to it through the electric dipole coupling, whose absolute value is H dip ∼ p at E . The atomic dipoles for the Balmer-α line can be estimated as
where a B is the Bohr radius, with the overline indicating both a summation over the orbital and magnetic quantum numbers l, m l and a quadratic average over the nonzero values of the electric dipole. Expression (28) refers to all the possible transitions between the levels with principal quantum number 3 to the levels labeled by the principal quantum number 2. Hydrogen wave functions, solutions of the Schrödinger equation for a Coulomb potential, have been used for calculating the right-hand side of Eq. (28), despite the triviality of the final result. The Balmer-α transition energyhω α is Stark-broadened in plasmas ashω α ± |p α E |, depending on whether the dipoles are aligned or antialigned to the electric field. In terms of the wavelength λ α = 2π c/ω α , the Balmer-α Stark-broadening can be found as
This expression is consistent within a few percent of relative error with previous works on the topic [23] [24] [25] , where λ α 053202-8
is understood here to be two times the rms width of the Balmer-α line. In general, the line-broadening can also be due to a Doppler mechanism, from which the width λ α (n e ) → λ α (n e , T ) also depends on the electron plasma temperature. Nevertheless, since this dependence is weak for the density and temperature ranges explored in this paper, the correctness of Eq. (29) is guaranteed to the percent level, and the Doppler effect is negligible with respect to the Stark effect. The Balmer-α wavelength is λ α ∼ 656 nm: the electron plasma density in terms of the Stark-broadening of λ α is obtained by solving Eq. (29) in terms of n e .
A. Stark-broadening of spontaneous electric dipoles
By exploiting a hydrogenlike model, it is possible to generalize the diagnostic method to other gases with a spontaneous electric dipole like some of the ones explored above. In fact, considering the transition from principal quantum levels n = 3 down to n = 2 states and making the substitution a B → a B /Z s , it is possible to use Eq. (29) to retrieve the electron plasma density for gases different from hydrogen. Here we have introduced Z s , i.e., a screened atomic number satisfying the equation
wherehω 3→2 is the energy corresponding to the transition from the level with principal quantum number 3 to the level with principal quantum number 2. For example, considering the helium plasma emission spectrum, the wavelength corresponding to thehω 3→2 photon is placed at ∼501 nm. For this transition, the screened atomic number is found as Z s ∼ 1.15, according to Eq. (30).
B. Stark-broadening of induced electric dipoles
Generalizing the method to molecular gases such as N 2 with no spontaneous electric dipole is not trivial since the spectrum is dominated by molecular transitions and the theory developed above for atomic transitions (in particular, we have considered the 3 → 2 transition) cannot hold. Focusing on molecular nitrogen, the average electric dipole, induced via electric polarizability, can be expressed as
where the experimentally determined polarizability is α N 2 ∼ 1.9 × 10 −40 C m 2 V −1 . In this case, we can still set an equation that can help to retrieve the electron plasma density from the measurement of the Stark-broadened lines belonging to some particular N 2 multiplet λ,
For molecular transitions, the scaling of the Stark width is n 4/3 e instead of n 2/3 e for atomic transitions. 
C. Experimental results and simulations
An experimental example of the Stark-broadened hydrogen Balmer-α line is reported in Fig. 15 . The corresponding electron plasma density obtained by use of Eq. (29) is n e ∼ 2.5 × 10 18 cm −3 . The analogous measurement for a helium plasma is reported in Fig. 16 , with a corresponding electron density retrieved, n e ∼ 1.4 × 10 18 cm −3 . Figure 17 shows experimental results on the Stark-broadened molecular nitrogen emission lines corresponding to the multiplet 3s 4 P − 4p 4 S 0 (nominally λ = 413.764, 414.343, and 415.148 nm). Due to the poor resolution of the spectrometer ∼1 Å, it has been possible only to state that the rms width of the line placed at 413.764 nm was λ N 2 < 0.5 Å. With this information, it has been possible to set an experimental threshold to the measured electron plasma density n e < 9 × 10 18 cm −3 . Spectroscopic data shown in this section do not have time resolution, thus they have to be considered as referring to time averages of the electron plasma density. The collection of light was occurring over the whole plasma lifetime and within a solid angle covering the full region of light emission from one side of the capillary, including the region of the expanding plasma and the region of the gas inlets (see Sec. VII D). Due to the scaling for line emission as ∝n 2 e [21] , light emission occurs mainly during the time (and from the volume) of maximal density. Therefore, the electron plasma density measured using this method is automatically the electron plasma density weighted on the power of line emission. Figure 19 shows simulations of electron plasma density, based on the model described in Sec. II, referring to the experimental data just presented and obtained at the FLAME laser facility [17] . The discharge parameters in this case were as follows: 20 kV discharge potential, 40 parasitic resistor, 600 nH parasitic inductance, and 10.8 nF circuit capacitance. A schematic of the real discharge circuit used for the experiment is provided by Fig. 18, equivalent to an RLC-series circuit with parameters summarized above. The schematic of the experimental setup was such that the plasma discharge capillary was placed on a hexapod; the spatial distribution of the discharge was monitored by a CCD camera, and the spectral content of the plasma light, used for measurements of electron plasma density, was recorded by means of a fiber spectrometer. For the gases, a pressure of 52.5 mbar was set. The capillary internal radius was 250 μm and the capillary length 3 cm. When considering the average density over the whole plasma lifetime, all the simulated electron densities are in good agreement with the measured ones, based on the simple analytic model correlating the Stark-broadened width of the gas emission lines with the electron plasma density, both for atomic and molecular transitions. The simulated average densityn e was calculated as the weighted average on the instantaneous amount of light:
The weighted average density obtained from hydrogen simulations ( Fig. 19) from the helium simulations wasn e = 1.3 × 10 18 cm −3 , and finally the one obtained for the nitrogen case wasn e = 4.1 × 10 18 cm −3 .
D. Regions of the plasma plumes, the electrodes, and the gas inlets
In this subsection, we discuss the possible limitations of our diagnostic approach, mainly related to the light emission from the plasma expanding outside the capillary and the plasma eventually formed in the gas inlets' region. Figure 20 shows measurements of plasma density outside the capillary, obtained during a dedicated experiment for characterizing the region of the so-called plasma plumes. The density was obtained by collecting Balmer-α light emitted by the hydrogen plasma with an optical system sending to an imaging spectrometer (SpectraPro275) with a 2400 g/mm grating. Therefore, by using an Andor ICCD camera (255 × 1024 pixels) to acquire the spectrally dispersed plasma light within a time-window of 20 ns around the instant of maximal density, Stark-broadened spectral lines along the capillary axis provided spatial resolution for the measurement of the electron plasma density [26, 27] . According to the scaling for line emission ∝n 2 e [21] , and given the ratio between the electron plasma density at the center of the capillary and that within the plasma plumes ∼5 (see Fig. 20 ), we conclude that the light emitted by the region outside the capillary is at least 1/25 of the light emitted by the bulk of the plasma within the capillary walls, even when the volumes of space of the two regions are comparable. The volume shadowed by the electrodes is much smaller than the volume of the bulk plasma ∼1/15, and it affects the measurement by preventing that information from that region being recorded during the spectroscopic measurements. Concerning the gas inlets used for the experiment, they were two gas inlets of 0.3 mm in radius. The timing between the discharge current and the gasinjection was chosen in such a way as to have the discharge only through the gas within the capillary channel, avoiding the risk of damaging the fast electrovalve controlling the gas-flux together with its power supply. Indeed, the electrovalve was open for 3 ms while the high-voltage was applied after 1.3 ms in order to synchronize with the gas flowing only within the capillary channel and not within the inlets. It is worth noting that these times strongly depend on the capillary design. The gas ionization was optimal within the capillary only when no arch in the inlets was observed, thus no contribution to plasma light from the inlets' region was recorded during the electron plasma density measurement. Therefore, it is well justified how the numerical model described in Sec. II, considering only the bulk plasma inside the capillary, is in good agreement in terms of electron plasma density with the diagnostic approach recording line emission from the whole capillary apparatus.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The present work aimed to introduce a simplified model for the temporal evolution of plasma discharge capillaries, with the chance to study the plasma temperature and all the related quantities such as the ionization degree, the discharge current, and the plasma losses in terms of heat and radiation.
Starting from an existing model, large and new improvements have been done in order to include more physical mechanisms, such as heat loss to the capillary walls and radiation losses via radiative recombination and bremsstrahlung. Furthermore, as a further advancement, the possibility of simulating gas mixtures with this model has been created, as well as Debye shielding effects and multi-ionization. An analytic model has been proposed for the calculation of the transverse profile of the temperature and all the related quantities at the thermal equilibrium, which takes into account both heat and radiation losses. This consists in an optimization of the previous model [13] , which did not consider the importance of radiation losses. It has been shown that due to the strong nonlinearity of the equilibrium temperature's equation, radiation losses cannot be negligible for plasma parameters commonly adopted in plasma acceleration or focusing experiments. The error committed by neglecting radiation losses can be up to 20% on quantities of interest such as the radial slope of the magnetic field exploited in plasma lensing experiments, the resonant plasma frequency for wakefield generation in acceleration experiments, as well as the matched spot size of a laser being guided within a plasma channel. Finally, models and diagnostic methods have been described, supported by experimental data, for measuring the electron plasma density by means of atomic and molecular Stark broadening in different gases. Despite the extreme simplicity of the experimental configuration, the results show an optimal agreement with numerical simulations based on the novel model described in Sec. II and with the analytic model for Stark broadening of both spontaneous and induced electric dipoles developed in Sec. VII.
